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Abstract
The paper presents the first long time series of land rental values for Germany.
Following an indirect approach deflated leasehold prices from different regions in
Westphalia (northwestern Germany) are interpreted as an indicator for land productivity.
The first part of the paper is devoted to a discussion of methodological aspects of the index
construction and deflation. Secondly I will explain the institutional setting of leasehold
ownership in the specific context of the northwestern Germany. Thirdly the land/labourrelationship, the urbanization of the 19th century and climatic factors are discussed. The
main purpose is to draw a comparison between this index and indexes for France and
England provided by R. Allen, G. Clark and P. Hoffman and to define northwest Germany’s
position in the agricultural development until c. 1920.

1. Introduction
Recent studies on agricultural productivity before 1900 have provided new insights in long
term agricultural development in almost all countries of (Western-) Europe. This is not only
true for England, the Netherlands, and Belgium, which proved to have had the most
progressive agriculture and agricultural producers in the early modern era. Impressive
research has also been published on the agriculture of Spain, Sweden and France. Data and
research about German agriculture is almost missing, apart from the articles and books of
KOPSIDIS (1996; 2004; 2009), KOPSIDIS/ HOCKMANN (2010) and KONERSMANN (2011). Reasons for
this lack in research may be the diversity of political systems, the extreme variety of
measurement systems and currencies even within territories, and the complexity of early
modern landownership, on the one hand.
On the other hand, German economic agrarian history has not been well established
for two decades or even more and former economic historians were more engaged in the
exploration of the peasants’ budget and income. The data on agricultural output and factor
prices is improvable. Long series of yields, rents and wages are still missing. In recent years
Michael Kopsidis undertook much research on 19th century agricultural productivity in
Westphalia and his work is the reason why Westphalia is the best investigated region of
Germany in agricultural cliometric concerns (KOPSIDIS 1996 and 2004). Because of the high
growth rates of agricultural output in the 19th century, Kopsidis declared the Westphalian
agricultural development to be an “Agricultural Revolution”, consisting of two distinct
periods of growth: In a first period from 1770 to 1830 agriculture grew sufficiently to feed
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the growing population even though the institutional setting was still in the feudal system of
divided property between peasants and landlords. In a second period from 1830 to 1880
Westphalian agriculture was driven by market demand for grain and dairy products of the
growing industry district Ruhrgebiet (see figure 1, Dortmund is the eastern centre of this
area). Independent from agrarian reforms such as the abolition of the dues and separation
of the commons, but obviously promoted by the railway construction starting from the
1840s the farmers more and more produced crops demanded in the Ruhrgebiet.
Yet there are still many questions left. It is rather unclear when agricultural growth in
19th century started to accelerate. More or less unknown is the long-term quantitative
agricultural development before 1800, in Westphalia and rather big parts of Germany as
well. 1
This paper presents two time series of leases of two estates in two different regions in
Westphalia (Northwestern Germany). 2 The reason why we selected leases for investigating
agricultural productivity is the character of leasehold as the least “feudal” way of exchanging
the factor land. Much more than the land market the market for leases forms an instrument
of short-term price adjustment. The short duration of leasehold contracts precluded
speculation and thus led to prices which closely followed the relative productivity of land.
Following the indirect approaches of ALLEN (1988), HOFFMAN (1996) and CLARK (2002) I
consider leases as market prices for using the resource land. Assuming that productivity
growth should be reflected either in rising rents or falling prices or rising wages, real leases
are regarded as one important indicator for agricultural development (HOFFMAN 1996, pp.
82-85). In doing so we must take into account that leasehold property in Westphalia was not
affected by agrarian reforms. Leased plots were neither part of commons, usually separated
between 1770 and 1850, nor burdened with feudal dues like tithes or corvée, although the
peasant land, which most of the leaseholders also possessed, certainly was.
However, the value of leases is not equal to land productivity. Land productivity is
defined as output (mostly in kind) dived by input (in this case the amount of land). Leases as
1

Agricultural history in the former GDR, however, has emphasized quantitative aspect, mostly regarding dues
and corvée in the manorial economies.
2
th
The project Reale Bodenrenten in Westfalen, 16.-20. Jahrhundert [Real land rental values in Westphalia, 16
th
to 20 cent.] at the Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster was designed by Georg Fertig and is conducted
by Ulrich Pfister. Funding by the “Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft” [DFG] is gratefully acknowledged. Data
collection was carried out by Annika Feldkamp, Christin-E. Härtel, Gereon Hüwe, Katharina Impelmanns, Julia
Jochem, Marlen Keß, Stephanie Klages, Anna Lindenblatt, Kersten Stemmer, Jonas Stephan and Gerrit
Tiefenthal. Special thanks are devoted to Friederike Scholten. For helpful notes I also owe thanks to Martin
Uebele.
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monetary values reflect the monetary proceeds less all input costs (seed, wages, and capital
costs). Since capital and labour costs in a preindustrial agricultural family economy are low,
the determining costs are seed and family maintenance. If we exclude all kinds of subsidies
and cross-funding between production factors and sectors, the highest possible leases are
equal to the net proceeds. In this case entrepreneurial profit is zero. This discussion is to be
continued in a subsequent section.

2. The estates and the data
The manorial estate Nordkirchen is situated in the centre of Westphalia, 26 km both from
Münster and Dortmund. The manorial estate Assen (community Lippborg) is situated in a
crop-export region east of the Ruhr district, 43 km from Dortmund.
Until the 20th century leasing and leasehold property was by no means a common
form of landownership in Germany. Rather the practice of leasehold seems to have been
concentrated on the region of Cologne and the left bank of the lower Rhine since the 13th
century. 3 Nevertheless there were noble estates with leases in Westphalia as well and we
can exploit estate accounts with leases at best from c. 1500 onwards. In this paper I only
analyse plots of arable land, excluding whole farms, meadows, pasture land and woods. In
view to the interpretation of the lease as a proxy for the Ricardian rent it is important to
note that none of the leasehold land was burdened with tax paid by the tenant. Tax on
leasehold property was paid by the landlord, if at all. 4
Short-term leasing was the most prominent usage of single plots, but we also noticed
plots changing from short-term leasehold to hereditary leasehold or, very often, from
leasehold to demesne production and the other way round. Until the 1750s in only 5% of all
entries we can find explicit information about short-term leasehold. In the first half of the
19th century in 50% of all entries we know for sure that they concerned short term
leasehold. After 1850 90% of all account entries were specified with information about the
term and duration of leasehold. Actually, for the early modern it is not clear whether a
leasehold is given out with a specific duration or implicitly hereditary. Therefore in the
3

See for a historical overview of leasehold development BAVEL (2008) and REINICKE (1989), for the distribution of
th
leasehold in the first quarter of the 20 century HUPPERTZ (1939).
4
Hovesaat-land was exempt from tax until 1861, because it was originally supposed to be used for selfsufficient demesne production. Actually this was only one use of Hovesaat-land, another one was leasehold.
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process of data registering it was also not clear, whether an account entry was referred to a
new lease or a lease in force. In the subsequent analysis I make no difference between the
two forms.
In total our Nordkirchen data base contains of 54,000 entries. Due to the criteria
described above circa 45,000 were usable for the analysis. The Assen data base contains
20,500 entries in total and 18,900 were usable.
In the process of data preparation the entries of consecutive accounts referring to
identical plots were linked. Thus the result is a collection of about 2900 time series of plots,
each containing up to 250 consecutive account entries. Since some plots were split up or
merged with other plots, a second series of ‘plot changes’ or ‘new plot combinations’ was
established. We expected to find changes of the amount of the rent in particular in these
transitions, but subsequent analysis showed that the changes were largely in accordance to
the general trend.

3. Index construction
In scholarly literature several ways of index construction are documented and tested. Mean
prices indices require information about parcel sizes. One should also be able to assume that
the sample of prices each year is representative. A Mean prices index does not necessarily
require any information about quality. Each year or period is analysed independently from
the preceding one (ALLEN 1991; TURNER ET AL. 1997).
The Nordkirchen and Assen data, however, do not provide information on plot sizes
apart from a cross section from the 1830s. I used two other methods for index construction.
The first method is to calculate growth rates between two consecutive leases referring to
the same object and to build a chain of price and growth relatives. This so called “Chain
index” has been used by ISSERLIS (1938) for constructing a freight rates index. The second
method used is the “repeat sales method”, established by BAILEY ET AL. (1963). This method
can be considered as particularly adequate in a situation in which objects are traded
infrequently. A central point of the construction is an OLS-estimation of the annual index
points. 5 The differences between the two methods and the strengths and shortcomings are
not the point in this paper. Both indexes differ considerably and we should be aware that
5

Following the good description in KLOVLAND (2006).
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the long term evolution of leases is accompanied by uncertainty of measurement. The
simplified chain method index presents the higher amplitude. In essence, however, both
methods indicate the same trends and are thus reliable.

4. Output prices
For interpreting rents from a consumers or producers perspective it certainly would be
appropriate to construct a consumer or output price index including specific prices and
variable shares of the arable production. This has been made in a former version of this
paper (BRACHT 2011). Since this paper focusses on the comparison of the rents in different
European countries I chose the most common price level indicator, the wheat price.
The grain prices 1600-1863 are official prices (after 1740 ‘Martini’-prices from
November 11th) from the capital of the former territory and the later centre of Prussian
administration, Münster. They are provided in various forms in archives and in editions
(GERHARD/ KAUFHOLD 1990, pp. 68-71; SCOTTI 1842, vol. 1, pp. 374-381). The output prices used
here were administrative instruments used both for fixing the dues in kind and transforming
them into monetary dues, and for adjusting wages and other prices to the grain price level,
at least before 1806. SCHOLTEN (2012) showed, however, that grain auction prices in
Nordkirchen followed the trend of the Prices of Münster. Both Nordkirchen market prices
and the prices of the Münster authorities showed the same volatility. Hence, the suggestion
that the latter reflect aspects of poor-relief policy is misleading. We can consider Münster
prices as market prices for the entire territory. The prices 1864-1880 are mean wheat prices
for Westphalia derived from KOPSIDIS (1996), pp. 531-537, and calibrated to the price series
1600-1863.

5. The evolution of nominal and real land rents
Despite the difference in levels between the two indices based on different methods figure 2
suggests a consistent pattern of the evolution of nominal land rents over time. Before 1700
there is stickiness and very little variation. In the 1690s (Nordkirchen) and after 1709 (Assen)
we see an upswing up to the 1720s, and between the 1720s and the 1770s and beginning
1780s (Assen) a long-term decrease. Some leases in Nordkirchen actually have not changed
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between 1600 and 1771. After the 1770s we notice an upswing until 1806-12. In the
following 50 years the indexes differ much. The repeat sales method indicates a slight
decline in Nordkirchen and Assen. The chain method indicates increasing leases in
Nordkirchen and a sharp decline in Assen. Afterwards all indexes show the same increasing
general trend. They agree in indicating a period of stability between 1848 and 1852 and a
tremendous growth until 1878/80 and a following period of stability. The methods differ,
however, in the amount of growth rates. Both chain indexes show higher growth rates than
the repeat sales indexes.
Both estates differ as well. On the one hand Assen soils were more fertile. On the
other hand Assen was situated in crop export region and directly on the river Lippe,
navigable since 1826. The distance to Hamm, connected to the railway to the Ruhr since
1847, was 19 km. Obviously Assen was better connected to the markets than Nordkirchen,
which was 25 kilometres from Dortmund, right in the core of the Ruhr district, but without
railway connection until 1928. The Assen leases show a higher nominal level throughout the
whole period. Furthermore the volatility was higher, indicating stronger responses of lessors
and leaseholders to changing terms of trade. This is in line with Kopsidis’ Interpretation of
the directly adjacent district Hellweg, a crop export region long since, which showed both
the highest gross yields and the highest growth rates in the 19th century.
The volatility of nominal leases is small compared with the one of prices. For this
reason the short term variations of the real leases result from of short term variations of
prices (figure 3). Even if we smooth the real rent indices by using 5-year-averages, which also
evens out short-term differences between the two indices, we note that the minima and
periods of low real leases coincide with price maxima.
There are periods of depreciation of money as well as years of subsistence crises and
dearness. Years of money devaluation were tightly connected to the periods of war in this
part of Germany: Thus we see extraordinarily high prices between 1756 and 1763, the
period of the Seven Years’ War. There is also evidence of a devaluation of money during the
years of the Napoleonic wars and the Napoleonic regime in Westphalia 1802-1813 (French
regime in Westphalia 1806-1813). In these cases it is quite unclear to what extent the silver
content of the coins had been reduced, which and how much information about the
devaluation was available on the markets and how far prices before and after the periods of
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devaluation are comparable (KINDLEBERGER (1991); PFISTER (2010), p. 10). Apart from these
two periods many years of dearness and subsistence crises occurred. 1629, 1651, 1740,
1761, 1771, 1816, 1830, 1846/47 and 1855 are years of well known and documented crises.
Especially the crisis of 1740- and 1816/17 were concerning the population of the whole
continent. In the years 1633, 1698 and 1794 short-term crises obviously occurred, though
they are not documented yet. In 1662, 1674/75, 1684, 1693, 1709 and 1794 demographic
crises are documented (PFISTER/ FERTIG 2010, p. 33). Short term maxima usually do not appear
in the smoothed indices, unless they happened in consecutive years or at least in a short
period (1623-1629 6 or in the 1690s). Although the population decreased in these periods of
subsistence crises the nominal rent remained the same. Only the real land rents declined
due to high output prices.
What we see in a long-term perspective, however, are several distinct periods in the
evolution of real leases: From 1650 to 1680 we see a period of falling prices and only slightly
rising or even static nominal leases (Nordkirchen), resulting in a slight increase in real leases.
This can be interpreted as a reconstruction after the Thirty Years’ War.
Between 1680 and 1700 the trend turns around, because prices were rising faster
than the leases. In the first two decades the leases catched up with prices, in Assen we
notice a rapid growth between 1709 and 1719, in Nordkirchen nominal leases continued
rising from 1690 to 1724. Prices, however, had already returned to a low level and were only
little volatile, although continuously falling until 1737. Thus, throughout the whole period
from 1680 until the late 1730s real leases continued rising. This period was definitely ending
with the crop failure 1739/40 (ABEL 1974, 169-187).
After 1739/40 both the fall of nominal leases and the rise of output prices, even we
exclude the Seven Years’ War inflation, resulted in a decrease of real leases until 1769/1770.
In the last quarter of the 18th century output prices even accelerated growth and grew
faster than the nominal leases. The inflation of the Napoleonic years devaluated the leases
even more. Thus, real leases show a continuously decreasing trend from the 1730s until
1816/17, the year of the Tambora crisis.
What we see after the Tambora crisis are static nominal leases but low level output
prices, resulting in comparatively high real land rents between 1819 and 1841. This result
matches the interpretation of “golden 1820s” for rural wage labour. For landowners the
6

The high prices 1623, 1629 and 1633 were obviously not a result of the devaluation 1620-1623 (commonly
known as Kipper- und Wipper-Zeit).
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1820s and 1830s were golden decades as well. After 1842 the output prices climbed and
reached the highest level since the Napoleonic years. After 1858 the nominal leases rose as
well. Only between 1850 and 1870 nominal leases increased faster than output prices,
probably caused by the final period of the Prussian reforms. Since 1880 the nominal leases
were more or less static, probably due to the grain tariffs introduced by Bismarck. The
collection of further prices data for the years 1880 to 1910 is in progress.

6. What do the leases tell us about agricultural productivity?
The research on leases and rents is widely established and accepted as one feasible method
to gain evidence of agricultural productivity and growth. However, some scholars have made
critical remarks, which ought to be considered seriously (GRANTHAM 2000).
1. A core precondition of the interpretation of leases as indicators for productivity is
a perfect mechanism of price formation. It assumes that productivity gains are reflected in
the prices of production factors. Agricultural productivity gains are supposed to increase the
prices for land, labour, capital and to decrease output prices. One serious objection to this
assumption is that the price formation on the lease market is too slow. Price adjustment is
only possible when lease contracts expire. Since the lease terms usually were six, nine or
even twelve years, only long-term trends can be interpreted as productivity indicators.
Furthermore the landlord may be short of information about the leaseholders’ output and
thus may miss a guideline in his rent-policy.
2. Also based on the assumption of perfect price formation is the assumption of the
lease as a rack-rent, or in other words: a price for the short-term use of land, which
represents a certain ratio of the market price of the piece of land, which is the highest price
a landlord can obtain. Due to the mass of land-seeking leaseholders, the rent will rise and
will leave no entrepreneurial profit to the leaseholder. However, there are two objections to
this assumption: On the one hand, lessors/landlords may have accepted lower rents than the
rack-rent to attract and bind reliable leaseholders. On the other hand, paternalistic attitudes
could have driven the landlord to accept lower rents than the rack-rent.
Both critical objections are worth considering. First, leases actually indicate delayed
changes compared with prices. Whereas the price trend changed downwards around 1710,
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1816, and upwards 1680 and in the late 1730s, the nominal leases showed reaction to the
trend with 10-20 years delay, if at all. Particularly falling prices were not completely reflected
by falling nominal leases (1720s and 30s, 1820s and 1830s). It would be misleading, to
interpret the low prices in these two periods as productive gains. Both in the 1720s and the
1820s very good grain yields flooded the markets and depressed the prices for years.
Climatic changes actually influence the measures of productivity. But the agricultural
producers did neither increase production nor reduce costs by changing agricultural
methods. Thus neither falling prices nor rising real leases in this period indicate agricultural
progress.
Secondly, the relations between lesser/landlord and the leaseholders were very
stable. In 1859 about 50% of the leased plots were leased for more than 20 years to people
having the same surname as the current leaseholder. Keeping stable relations to leaseholder
might have been intended by the landlords. This might have been rational, because frequent
changes of leaseholders were causing costs, because leaseholders had less incentives to
work sustainable and avoid exploiting resources. Furthermore, in the 17th century leases
were obviously sticky and the price formation did not work. In this era landlords presumably
have had an idea of what was a “fair lease” of a plot. Landlords leased a plot or did not, but
they did not lower or increase a lease. However, since the 18th century more and more
leases were contracted in auctions. This indicates economic optimization. Close coordination
between landlords and stewards in the 19th century provided the circulation of economic
thoughts and strategies. We should assume that at least in the 18th century the landlord
intended to accrue the highest possible lease. And at least the stewards were well informed
about the production performance of the leaseholders, since they were locally present and
directed the demesne economy.
Most scholars assume that the lessors successfully accrued the total Ricardian rent. 7
Nonetheless we must consider the possibility of entrepreneurial profit and thus unobserved
Ricardian rent in the leases. Nominal leases tell us which amounts of money had been
negotiated between lessor and leaseholder. Expected gross proceeds determined by yields
and output prices were the most relevant basis for negotiations. The real leases represent
the theoretical price equilibrium between supply and demand. There is evidence from the
7

See for example HOFFMAN 1996, p. 97, who assumes that „zero entrepreneurial profits“ and rental markets
„leaving tenants no more than what they would earn in the labour market and making the cost of
entrepreneurial input equal to the wage rate“.
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mid-19th century that leases did not comprise all the revenues of the plot but left an
entrepreneurial profit to the farmer. Between 1822 and 1835 the Prussian state conducted
an evaluation of the agrarian economy situation in Westphalia in order to adjust the land
tax. In complex cost estimations the Prussian administration determined the monetary net
proceeds relevant for the determination of taxable income (Steuerreinertrag) including
labour cost (which was actually done by the family members) calculated in day wages,
capital and other input costs, but excluding any other costs for the factor land like leases or
dues. The output was calculated with gross yields down to different soil qualities and
average market prices. If the entrepreneur were the owner of the land the tax net proceeds
equaled the entrepreneurial profit and the Ricardian land rent as well. The most important
reference for controlling and assessing the net proceeds in this valuation process were
actual leases dated 1790 to 1828. Leases below the tax net proceeds were assessed as
evidence for the correctness of the estimation, due to an assumed entrepreneurial profit left
for the leaseholder. In Westphalia as a whole, leases amounted to 66% on average of the net
proceeds estimate.8
In figure 4 I compare the Nordkirchen leases of the year 1835 with the corresponding
net proceeds determined by the administration. As we can see, nearly all leases on arable
land of 1835 are lower than the net proceeds of the corresponding plots leased out. In this
selection of plots the aggregated leases amount to 71% of the net proceeds. Furthermore
recent research has shown that the net proceeds estimates, though accurately done, were
rather low due to the application of a low output price level and to high cost deductions
(BRACHT 2013, pp. 63-74). If the entrepreneurial profit were lower in the 17th century and
higher in the 19th century, the real leases include unobserved productivity growth. Changes
in the partition of the land rent and the entrepreneurial profit should be considered in
future research.
These things considered, there are only few long-term trends, which can be
interpreted in terms of productivity. Between app. 1640 and 1690 production probably
recovered after Thirty Years’ War and it corresponds to a return of the land-man ratio to
pre-war levels. By contrast, the strong decreasing trend of both nominal and real leases
between 1730 and 1780/1800 (with the intermezzo of the Seven Years’ War) indicates some
kind of extensification of land use. There is only little evidence for increasing real leases in
8

KOPSIDIS 1996, p. 163.
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the second half of the 18th century, although this is suggested by both former and recent
research addressing the population growth in the second half of the 18th century (ABEL 1966;
KOPSIDIS 2006, p. 326). 9
Over the whole period of examination real leases calculated by the chain method
fluctuate around a mean value of 115 litres wheat per hectare (Nordkirchen) and 206 litres
wheat /ha (Assen). The real lease indexes calculated by the repeat sales method indicate
even decreasing real rents. This means that the real value of the rent nearly did not change
within nearly three centuries. This result is surprising. Two alternative interpretations can be
given.
•

Assuming that real leases reflect productivity changes correctly, we must conclude

that there were no productivity gains along the whole period. Actually, gains in the 19th
century are documented and can be taken for granted (KOPSIDIS 1996). This means that we
should consider productivity losses before 1800, which is not impossible, because we know
almost nothing about the production and rotations before 1800. But more likely is that the
productivity gains in the 19th century were completely unreflected by leases.
•

Accepting that real leases do not reflect productivity exactly and actual productivity

gains are to some extent unobserved, the conclusions are as follows: In 1825 the leases
amounted at least 66% of the net proceeds. In other words: The net proceeds exceeded
leases for at least 50% (see above). If there were no entrepreneurial profit in the 17th
century, the productivity gains between 1600 and 1880 would have been about these 50%.
However, following the argumentation on the price formation it is not likely that there was
no entrepreneurial profit in the 17th and 18th century left to leaseholders. It is likely,
however, that the productivity gains in the 19th century were completely unreflected by
leases, and that undocumented entrepreneurial profit in 17th cent. amounted about 50% as
well.
In both cases the stability of leases is considerable. We must conclude that the
productivity gains between 1600 and 1820 can be estimated to be a maximum of 30-40%
but probably they were lower and nearly +/-0%. One explanation for static can be found in
the rural labour organisation. Rural Westphalia was only partly organized in open fields.
Small hamlets and single farms were spread throughout the landscape. In the Region of
Nordkirchen and Assen open fields were very few, but individually tilled plots were
9

. For estimates of population size, see PFISTER/ FERTIG (2010).
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widespread since the middle ages. Transport and cooperation costs were traditionally low.
Thus medieval rural Westphalia started on a rather high level of productivity. Although
landlords owned big parts of the land and exercised most of the manorial rights, the
landownership of peasant land was individual and hereditary. Most peasants were enabled
to dispose individually. Furthermore, leasehold property was excluded from the feudal
relationship between peasant and landlord. Neither was leasehold land part of the commons
nor it was burdened by feudal dues. Leaseholders were enabled to work individually,
independent and presumably efficient already during the early modern period. Leasehold
land was likewise not affected by the agrarian reforms enacted during the first half of the
19th century, namely, separation of the commons or abolition of feudal dues. Any
productivity gain resulting from institutional change therefore escapes our analysis. This may
explain both a comparatively high level of real leases already in the 16th and 17th centuries
and their modest growth during the third quarter of the 19th century.
Such favourable conditions may have fostered high leases, even with loss of some
entrepreneurial profit. On the other side the rotation system was still comparatively
extensive in 1825. Productivity gains in the 19th century mostly resulted from intensification
(KOPSIDIS/ HOCKMANN 2010). We can conclude that rural Westphalia started from a pole
position with “modern” landownership and labour organisation. Westphalia ended up in the
19th century with a comparatively backward system, which included high potential for
improvements.

7. European comparison
Around 1800 the yields of Northwest Germany were on the level of high yield countries in
Northwest Europe (GB, Northwest France, Flanders, Netherlands, Denmark) (KOPSIDIS (2006a,
493-496; 2006b). Nevertheless, even in Northwest Europe yields have spread in a great
variety. We have good data in productivity growth in 19th cent. Westphalia provided by
Prussian statistics and individual farm accounts. There is reliable evidence for a gross output
growth between the estimation of 1822/35 and 1878/80 in particular for those regions that
are near the Ruhr district. In the Nordkirchen region, called “Kernmünsterland”, yields of
wheat increased from about 8 hl/ha to 17 hl/ha by 115%, rye from 11 hl/ha to 14 hl/ha by
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27%. Gross output of barley, oats and hay rose as well (KOPSIDIS 1996, pp. 157/158, 543). 10
The wheat yields amounted 40% of the average English yields in 1800, and 65% in 1870.
According to a product mix of oats, wheat, barley and rye, which is based on information of
1822/35, we should expect growth in gross yields of 64% (BRACHT 2009). Likely the product
mix changed towards a higher share of wheat, so a growth of 70% should be plausible –
though the average yields in 1878 still amounted only 65% of the English yields in 1860
(CLARK 1991, p. 447).
Although Westphalian producers shortened the distance to English yields, there still
was considerable distance. As we see, the increase was particularly strong in the case of
wheat, which was the most market oriented crop. Contemporary farmers emphasized in
diaries and memoirs in the early 1850s high yields, due to modern technology, especially
draining, and high prices, due to growing market demand. KOPSIDIS (1996), who described the
period 1830-1880 as the “the second stage of the Westphalian Agricultural Revolution”,
identifies decreasing transportation costs as a result of railway construction from 1846
onwards as the most important contributing factor in this process.
Both the low level of yields and the extraordinarily growth is reflected in the nominal
leases (figure 5). Obviously growth was fostered by urbanisation and industrialisation in the
Ruhr district. Over the whole period English rents (in gramm silver per hectare) have been
higher than the Westphalian. Some similarities can be recognized. Both rents had a peak
between 1715 and 1725. The English and the Westphalian rents both had a peak at the end
of Napoleonic era, to be followed by a period of decrease. However, whereas the
Westphalian nominal rents dropped until the last quarter of the 18th century, the English
rents rose since the 1750s due to the Industrial Revolution. Around 1750 the rents in the
Paris Basin took off as well. The Westphalian leases reflect a typical “catch-up development”
during the urbanisation starting a hundred years later than the English, about 1850. Since
the 1870s the English nominal rents dropped, whereas the Westphalian remained stable.
This is probably a response to the German imports tariffs on grain.
In figure 6 nominal rents were deflated with the price of wheat to gain a standard
basis of comparison with the rent series of other (West-) European countries. The series with
5-year-averages (Clark 2002; Hoffman 1996; and both Westphalian) indicate an astonishingly
10

Agriculture in the region around Nordkirchen was comparatively intense with on average 77% of arable land
being sown. In total Westphalian agriculture was rather extensive still in the 1830s with 61% of arable land
being sown, less than in an ordinary three-field system (KOPSIDIS 2009).
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parallel development between 1650 and 1750. Clarks English real rents developed similar to
the Westphalian even until 1800. We should consider exogenous continental influences,
such as climatic change in the form of the end of the Little Ice Age c. 1700 (MANN et al. 2009)
as the reason. At least the Assen rents were on the same level of real value as the rents in
the Paris Basin and in the England of the Agricultural Revolution. If we consider the repeat
sales method applicable, the Nordkirchen real rents had a considerable level, and the Assen
rents were high above. Obviously structural features as landownership, labour organisation
and parcelling in Westphalia favoured agricultural productivity.
After 1800 the trends definitely diverge. The Westphalian agriculture remained on a
rather extensive level having many years of fallow and a low standard of technology.
Remarkable changes occurred not until the 1840s. The boom of English real rents after 1800
was caused by a high level of nominal rents and falling prices, whereas in Westphalia prices
after 1840 rose, although output and thus nominal rents also increased. The consequence
were high income gains on the side of the producers, here the leaseholders.

8. Conclusion
This study develops the first long series of real land rents for a German region. In
constructing indices of nominal rents it relies on a simplified version of the chain index and
repeat sales methods. The latter constitutes an innovation in historical research into land
rents. Whereas the two indices differ in levels during some periods, their real values evolve
in a broadly similar manner: The decline that accompanied the huge population losses
during the 1620s and 1630s was followed by a gradual increase of real land rents. This trend
culminated around 1730 at values that surpassed the level prevailing during the first two
decades of the seventeenth century by some 10%. Between c. 1600 and 1730, excluding the
high prices of 1698, the real land rent evolved largely in parallel with the long-run movement
of population size. This suggests that during this period the real land rent was largely driven
by the man-land ratio and the resulting labour intensity of land cultivation. The parallel
movement of real land rents in England and Westphalia in addition suggest an influence of
exogenous forces, such as the end of the Little Ice Age around 1700.
Between ca. 1730 and the late 1760s real land rents fell by more than a third, which
erased all gains made since the middle of the 17th century. Favourable climatic conditions
raised the real land rent during the 1780s and the 1820s, but this did not imply sustained
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recovery. Rather, the minima reached during the Seven Years’ War, the Napoleonic Wars
and the food crisis in 1855, were finally overcome only in the course of the moderate
increase setting in during the late 1850s. By 1880 real land rental values surpassed the level
prevailing during the late 1810s and the early 1850s by about 30%. This is modest by
comparison with the evolution of grain yields. The reason can be found in high prices due to
market demand and growing entrepreneurial profit due to delayed adjustment of the
nominal rents to output growth.
From a methodological point of view an important finding is the demonstration that
most leasehold contracts did not attribute the whole land rent to landowners and that a
profit accrued to the leaseholder. During the 1820s and early 1830s this made up about 30%
of the total land rent. Shifts in the distribution of the land rent may thus lead to an underestimation of productivity growth. Leases are therefore no exact indicator of land
productivity. In dense connection with output data leases can be used for a better
understanding of net proceeds and the producers’ and landlords’ income. An important
challenge for future research into the history of the land rent, therefore, consists in the
development of testable hypotheses regarding the factors that determine the rate of the
land rent that accrued to landowners.
However, leases can nevertheless be used to estimate productivity, because the
value of the production might have exceeded, but not fallen below the rent. The rent is the
lower border of the productivity. On this background the Westphalian agriculture was rather
competitive in the early modern era, but lost advantages in landownership and field systems
during the 18th century, when Westphalian agriculture diverged from the Northwest Europe.
Having retained rather extensive agricultural systems, Westphalia saved productivity gains
that were supposed to be realized in the second half of the 19th century.
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Appendix
Figure 1: Nordkirchen and Assen in Westphalia (borders of 1815)

Figure 2: Nominal rent indices and output prices, Nordkirchen estate, arable land, 16011880
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Sources: Leases: Westfälisches Archivamt, Nordkirchen und Assen. Prices: see text. Calibration of the series is
based on the Cadastres surveys (Wertschätzungen) 1822/35, which include lease surveys of the decades
preceding 1825, here the cross section of 1825: average parcel lease in Nordkirchen and the surrounding
communities amounted 5,22 Taler/ha, in the district of Assen 7,24 Taler/ha. Wheat price: Original prices are in
Taler/Scheffel. The Prussian Scheffel amounted 54.96 litres. Original currencies: (1601-1826
Taler/Schillinge/Pfennig (1690-1743 (1771): 19,5 g Ag/Taler [=Taler/feine köln. Mark = 1/12]; 1771-1826: 17,55
g Ag/Taler [=Konventionsfuß, Taler/feine köln. Mark = 1/13,33], 1826-1874 Taler/Silbergroschen/Pfennig, 16,71
g Ag/Taler [=Graumann-Fuß, Taler/f. k. Mark = 1/14], after 1875 Mark/Pfennig (5,57 g Ag/Mark). No tax
adjustment (see text).
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Figure 3: Real land rents indices, Nordkirchen and Assen, arable land, 1600-1880 in litres
wheat per hectare
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Sources: see Figure 2. Currency adjustment was unnecessary, because prices and leases of the same time were
registered in the same currency. Grain prices until 1827 were registered in Taler/Schilling/Pfennig, 1828 in
Taler/Silbergroschen/Pfenning and after 1875 in Mark/Pfennig. Grain vessels before 1829 were registered in
Malter (Münster) = 279 litres; 1829-1871 in Prussian Scheffel = 54.96 litres; 1871-1880 in Zentner =50
kilogramm = 64 litres (weight of wheat = 0,773 kg/litre).

lease/ rent in Talern, 1835 (logarithmic scale)

Figure 4: The level of leases on arable land 1835 in comparison with net proceeds 1821/35
(Nordkirchen estate)
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Sources: Archiv des Landschaftsverbands Westfalen-Lippe, Archiv Nordkirchen, Akten, A7254 and A2595.
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Figure 5: Comparison of nominal land rental values 1601-1910
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Sources: CLARK (2002), p. 297; HOFFMAN (1996), p. 90; calibration of the Nordkirchen and Assen leases: see text.

Figure 6: Comparison of real land rental values 1601-1880
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England, South Midlands (Allen 1988)
England (Clark 2002)
England (Turner et al. 1997) (decade average)
France, Paris Basin (Hoffman 1996)
Flanders (Vandenbroeke 1984; van Zanden 1999)
Assen, chain method, 5-year-averages
Nordkirchen, chain method (5-year-averages)
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Sources: England: ALLEN (1988), p. 43; CLARK (2002), p. 297; TURNER ET AL. (1997), table A2.3, rent assessed. All
deflated with CLARK (2004), Appendix, table 1; France: HOFFMAN (1996), p. 90, deflated with BAULANT (1968);
Flanders: VANDENBROEKE (1984), quoted from VAN ZANDEN (1999). Nordkirchen and Assen: see text. 1 bushel =
36.39 litres; 1 acre = 0.405 hectare.
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